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Corrigendum 
Volume 20, Number 2 (1980), in the article “Time-Space Tradeoffs for Computing 
Functions, Using Connectivity Properties of Their Circuits” by Martin Tompa, 
pp. 118-132: 
The author has discovered an error in the analysis of Theorem 4 (p. 130), which 
states an upper bound on the time and space requirements to pebble two fast Fourier 
transform circuits “back to back.” The corrected result should state that such a 
circuit can be pebbled in space S and time T = O((n log n)3/S2). (For any k which is 
a power of 2 satisfying 1 < k ( n, the pebbling can be accomplished in simultaneous 
time T < 2n3( 1 t log k)/k* and space S < 2k(l t log(n/k)).) 
This upper bound is readily seen to be nearly optimal for pebbling any pair of 
“‘back to back” circuits, each of which computes the discrete Fourier transform: 
Theorem 2 (p. 126) demonstrates that pebbling any 2S outputs requires repebbling at 
least n/2 - S vertices at the interface of the two circuits; every 25’ of these in turn 
requires the repebbling of n/2 - S inputs. Hence, the entire pebbling requires 
T inputs = Q(n31s2)* 
Corollary 6 (p. 13 1) should be modified appropriately. 
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